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Welcome Lex!
Now Available for Sponsorship

Welcome Lex - Our paddock partner!
Lex comes to us from a private ownership background where he did some jumping and
trained in dressage up to First Level. His owner placed a high value on voice commands
and desensitization, which was a huge "leg up" for Lex in adjusting to the CARD program
expectations during his trial period.
Lex formed a firm friendship with Muskoka immediately, and they were mutually grooming within
minutes of meeting. Lex would dearly like to be friends with Marshall as well, but Marshall is
making him work for it!
A social butterfly and keen people-watcher, Lex enjoys having a stall at the front of the barn
where he can watch all the comings and goings. Outside in Paddock 3, he has the best of both
worlds: near the path to greet the park visitors, and yet still able to peer inside the barn so-as not
to miss a thing!
During his training, Lex showcased his very sensible nature, along with his willingness to try
whatever a trusted handler asked of him. He took a little time to 'rein in' his athletic side,
relaxing his very forward gaits into something a little less on the go. He's got the hang of it now
and happily demonstrates various speeds on command.
With his larger frame and very active movement input, Lex is ideal for riders needing more
movement input. We anticipate he will quickly excel at on-the-lead class with the sensory and
horsemanship riders.

November 29th is #GivingTuesdayCA, a global day for giving and volunteering. It
connects charities with their communities and inspires generosity through acts of
kindness, gratitude, and donations.
This year CARD pays tribute to our amazing herd of therapy horses on whose
hooves the program runs, our riders who are the heart of CARD, and our
volunteers' hands whose dedication and time keep CARD's programs running.
We thank our supporters whose donations fund the delivery of our programs.
Because of you, CARD continues to fulfill our mission of "providing high-quality
equine therapy to children and adults in a safe, inclusive and welcoming
environment".
Pay a visit to our Giving Tuesday page:

I Wish to learn more

Looking for a small gift?
A stocking stuffer perhaps?
Consider a CARD t-shirt.
We have select sizes available.
$15 each
Please email us at info@card.ca or speak to any staff
member.
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Wear your CARD on your Sleeve!
Here is your chance to Wear CARD on your Sleeve!
We will be ordering shirts and hats with the CARD logo.
General descriptions are below but if you have any questions, please ask
a CARD staff member.

Please note ordering deadline is November 30, 2022.

Building Project at CARD
CARD’s needs continue to evolve and change. In that regard, we are embarking on a
project to enclose the side deck. This will provide us with much needed additional
space in which we can hold meetings, host special events, and expand our programs.
We are at the very beginning of this project and are looking for help from the CARD
community. Is there anyone with expertise in this area who could advise us or provide
some insights into next steps for this project? We would greatly appreciate your help.

The Natasha Paterson Memorial Trust Fund

CARD was honoured to be one of the recipients of the Natasha
Paterson Memorial Golf Tournament. The tournament is held
in memory of Natasha ("forever 12"), a horse lover and
participant in the annual fiddle parade since the age of six.

My Volunteer Story
by
Dorothy Greenaway

When I retired from my practice as a leadership coach and coach educator, I was looking
for a not-for-profit organization that might benefit from my background and skills yet be
new and different.
What first sparked my interest in CARD was the opportunity to work with horses, a deep
desire I have had for a long time but had never acted on it. My other hope was to find an
organization to provide me with a place to contribute, to be challenged and experience a
sense of shared purpose with a team of awesome people. CARD is that organization and I
am so glad I found it.
The riders are a source of inspiration. I am learning so much from each one of them about
resilience, perseverance, courage and much more.
The staff, instructors, fellow volunteers and most importantly, the horses, are all
exceptional in how they create a safe and satisfying rider experience.
Each one in their own way, has helped me to understand what is involved in doing this
special work, and to develop in my roles as leader and side walker.
There is so much to learn about the riders, the horses, their barn and the therapeutic
process and I am grateful to this team for their patience, guidance and encouragement.

While I know I positively contribute to CARD and the rider experience, I get much
more than I give. CARD is a great place to volunteer.

2023 Winter Session Volunteers Needed
Volunteers are an integral part of life at CARD and without them the organization could not
continue its valuable work.
Volunteering at CARD is a unique and rewarding way to give back, earn community service
hours, gain skills and
make new friends!
No experience is necessary and CARD offers positions to
anyone over the age of 13!
Please contact Judy Wanless at 416-667-8600 x 3 or visit www.card.ca for more information
about volunteer opportunities!

Winter program begins January 3, 2023

Thank You To CARD’s
Remarkable Volunteer Team
As another calendar year is ending, I wish to take this opportunity to thank all the
remarkable volunteers that
have assisted CARD over the year.
Your time, experience and enthusiasm has not gone unnoticed. Your laughter and
smiles are refreshing.
Whether you work in the barn, in the classes, as a horse trainer, instructor or board
member, CARD needs everyone working as a team, to make our program successful.
I look forward to working with everyone in 2023, which will be filled with many great
opportunities.
Judy Wanless
Director of Volunteer Services

